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We present a theoretical analysis of a spin-dependent multicomponent condensate in two dimensions.
The case of a condensate of resonantly photoexcited excitons having two different spin orientations is
studied in detail. The energy and the chemical potentials of this system depend strongly on the spin
polarization. When electrons and holes are located in two different planes, the condensate can be either
totally spin polarized or spin unpolarized, a property that is measurable. The phase diagram in terms
of the total density and electron-hole separation is discussed. [S0031-9007(97)03434-0]
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In this Letter we address the problem of a multicompo
nent quantum liquid: a condensate of excitons which ho
an internal degree of freedom, namely, the third comp
nent of the angular momentumM [1]. The multicom-
ponent character is twofold: on one side, the condens
is formed by pairs of distinct particles, an electron an
a hole; on the other side, more than one kind of pa
exists whenM is taken into account. From the later poin
of view, there is an evident analogy with some of th
superfluid 3He phases in which a condensate with tw
components appears due to triplet pairing [2]. We co
sider excitons generated in quasi-two-dimensional (2D
semiconductor heterostructures where carriers’ lifetim
can be very large. Moreover, degeneracy at the top
the valence band is broken usually leaving the highe
hole with a third component of the angular momentum
equal to63y2. Then, four types of excitons with dif-
ferent values ofM exist, implying that different com-
ponents of the condensate with different populationsNM

for each spin are possible. The condensate properties
pend on both the total densityand relative populations.
Hence, the problem offers more possibilities than th
spinless exciton case considered in the literature [3–
e.g., Josephson-type effects between the different co
ponents of the condensate [10] are now possible.

We have two main reasons for paying attention toM:
(i) The first is related to experiments. A promising

way to obtain a multicomponent exciton conden
sate is to excite the semiconductor with circularl
polarized light from a pulsed laser. Because of th
angular momentum selection rule, two different kind
of excitons can be created, with eitherM  11 or
21. The light polarization produces a spin polarizatio
P  sN1 2 N2dysN1 1 N2d [11], where N6 are the
populations of excitons withM  61, respectively
[12,13]. It is interesting to study the properties of th
photoexcited carriers with unbalanced populationsNM

by time-resolved photoluminescence. There are tim
evolutions both on the total density due to recombinatio
and on P due to spin relaxation processes. Frequen
and intensity of the emitted photons with the two
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different circular polarizations allow the experiment
study of the condensates. It is possible to observe h
the chemical potentials of each kind of excitons in t
condensate are different; the splitting of the excit
levels turns out to be strongly dependent onP [13].

(ii) The second reason is related to the physical orig
of the existence of different phases and is precisely
aim of this Letter. Each phase is characterized by d
ferent populations of each component of the condens
e.g., in the case of a condensate with two compone
with M  11 and M  21, respectively, it can be ei-
ther aferromagneticphase withN1  N andN2  0 or
a paramagneticphase withN1  N2  Ny2 [11]. The
reason for the existence of different phases is the exc
sion principle which plays a crucial role in the interactio
between excitons in semiconductors. Effective mas
are very light so that electron and hole wave functio
are very extended implying large overlaps which produ
highly spin-dependenteffective interactions between ex
citons. We will show that the main consequence of th
is that the ground state can be either spin polarized
spin unpolarized. This depends on both the carrier d
sity and the relative intensities of attractive and repuls
interactions that can be controlled by spatially separat
electron and hole gases with respect to each other.

Our target is to study the ground state ofN electrons
and N holes lying in two different planes separated by
distanced. The Hamiltonian is given by
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wherek, k0, andq are 2D wave vectors,s stands for the
electron spin61y2 s", #d and ß for the hole spin63y2
s*, +d along the direction perpendicular to the 2D plan
Creation and annihilation operators are labeled asa’s for
electrons andb’s for holes with single particle energies´

e
k
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k, respectively. L2 is the area of the sample and th

interactionsV eh
q sdd and V

ff
q sf ; e, hd will be specified

below.
It is convenient to point out some assumptions b

hind this Hamiltonian. First of all, we suppose that th
electron-holese-hd spatial degrees of freedom are in the
modynamic equilibrium. This hypothesis is supported b
the fact that roughly 1 ps after the photoexciting las
pulse has finished, thee-h liquid reaches a thermal mo-
mentum distribution [14]. That distribution correspond
to zero temperature when experiments are performed
the resonant excitation regime. Since recombination a
spin relaxations are processes much slower than that th
malization [12,13], we take both the carrier density an
the spin polarization as external parameters in the theo
in the spirit of a Born-Oppenheimer framework.

In order to look for exciton condensates we use a me
field Keldysh-Kopaev formalism, i.e., a generalization o
the BCS treatment [3,5,6]. We define two propagatorsG
for each fermion, and four anomalous propagatorsF for
the four pairingss", *d, s#, +d, s", +d, s#, *d:

Ge
ssk, td  2ikTak,s stday

k,s s0dl ,

Gh
ß sk, td  2ikTbk,ßstdby

k,ßs0dl , (2)

Feh
sßsk, td  2ikTak,s stdbk,ßs0dl .

Each one of the anomalous propagators is associa
with a different type of e-h pair ss, ßd and with a
gap (order parameter of the condensate)Dsßskd P

q V eh
jk2qjkTaq,s s0dbq,ßs0dl proportional to the density

of e-h pairs ss, ßd. Following a standard mean field
procedure one obtains the propagators [10]
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For simplicity we have not written the hole propa
gator, Gh

ß sk, vd, which has a similar expression to
Ge

ssk, vd simply exchanginge with h. Vh
ß sk, vd 

2iv 2 f´h
k 2 mh

ß 2 Sh
ß skdg, Ve

ssk, vd  2iv 1

´
e
k 2 me

s 2 Se
sskd with me

s and mh
ß being electron and

hole chemical potentials andS is the usual Hartree-Fock
fermion self-energy.

In the expressions for the propagators one observes
difference between the condensate we are studying a
those occurring in other problems like superconducto
3He superfluid, or the spinless exciton gas. Since the pa
ing occurs among two different types of fermions, eac
one with different spin, the termsVe

sVh
ß Vh

2ß appearing
in the denominator produce three poles for each prop
4810
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gator. This causes a complicated mixing of excitatio
unlike other types of condensates [15].

In this paper we will focus on the case of resona
excitation of s#, *d pairs. Under resonance condition
holes do not relax their spin independently [12,16],
process which should produces#, +d pairs with M 
22. Instead, the main effect is a relaxation of th
angular momentum of the whole exciton, by means
an intraexciton exchange spin flip, fromM  11 to
M  21 [12,16]. Therefore, we neglect the densiti
of excitons with both M  62 and only two kinds
of excitons are considered: those withM  21 ; s", +d
and those withM  11 ; s#, *d having densitiesn2 
N2yL2 and n1  N1yL2, respectively. Such a system
will be characterized by two quantities, the total dens
n  NyL2 and the polarizationP. In this case, either
the second or the third term in the denominators
Eqs. (3) and (4) disappears, one of theVh ’s can be
canceled out, and each propagator only has two po
as in the BCS or superfluid3He theory. Then one
could follow standard procedures [10] to obtain g
equations forD#,*skd and D",+skd [hereafter denoted as
D1skd andD2skd, respectively] which are coupled to eac
other solely through the Hartree contribution which
spin independent [15]. For an homogeneous system,
Hartree term can be embedded in the chemical poten
as an energy origin so that the gap equations beco
decoupled to all the effects. Then, solving these g
equations is equivalent to looking for an extremal from

kCjH 2 m1N1 2 m2N2jCl , (5)

using a wave function

jCl 
Y
k,k0

su1
k 1 y1

k a
y
k#b

y
k*d

3 su2
k0 1 y2

k0 a
y
k0"b

y
k0+d j 0l . (6)

m6 are the chemical potentials of61 excitons andj 0l is
the ground state of the system without any photoexci
e-h pairs. Each set of parentheses in Eq. (6) correspo
to one of the two components of the condensate. As
the spinless case, this wave function interpolates smoo
between two limits,n ! 0 and n ! `, where it is
exact [5]. The normalization conditionkC j Cl  1 of
the condensate wave function imposes the constra
su6

k d2 1 sy6
k d2  1. The trial wave function (6) is valid

under resonance conditions, as discussed above, an
leads to a gap equationD6skd 

P
q V eh

jk2qju
6
q y6

q . The
practical procedure is to fix the two chemical potentia
m6 and to minimize the functional (5) in terms of th
parametersu6

k , y
6
k in a discretizedk space. Since the

Coulomb interaction is singular in 2D, we follow the usu
procedure [6] of adding and subtracting a term that ma
the singularity analytically integrable. Fromu6

k , y
6
k we

get D6skd and the density,n6 
P

ksy6
k d2, for each type

of e-h pair. So we have all the ingredients to obtain t
Green functions, the energy per pair, etc. Changingm6
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we can obtain the dependence of the energy per pair
each spin on bothn and P. The results so obtained for
m6 as a function ofn and P are directly comparable
with photoluminescence experiments which measure t
energy liberated when an exciton recombines [12,13].

Let us discuss the physics involved in our mea
field theory. We will not include screening which doe
not depend onP when treated to the lowest order in
perturbation theory [17], and it does not affect the splittin
between chemical potentialsd  m1 2 m2 which is our
main interest in this paper. In this approach there a
three many-body contributions to the renormalization o
the single exciton chemical potential: The first is
Hartree term which gives the unique coupling betwee
the two components of the condensate. The other tw
contributions are related to the Pauli principle. On
is the exchange correction (EC), i.e., the reduction
the repulsive electron-electron (hole-hole) interaction d
to the fact that two identical fermions cannot occup
the same state. The last contribution is the verte
correction (VC), which represents the reduction of th
e-h attraction due to the occupation of final states i
e-h scattering processes. EC and VC contributions
the chemical potential of a fermion with a given spin ar
independent of the amount of fermions with the opposi
spin. This causes a nonzero splitting,d, whenever there
is a nonzero spin polarizationP, in agreement with
experiments [12,13]. All these physical properties a
described by a wave function (6) for the condensa
which is separable in two components in analogy to wh
happens in the A phase of superfluid3He due toequal spin
pairing (ESP) states [2]. The exciton condensate that w
present in this paper is more flexible than ESP states
3He becauseP andd can be nonzero in the exciton case
while they must be zero in the ESP case.

The numerical results shown in this paper are o
tained withV eh

q sdd  2e2 exps2qddyeq, i.e., the Fourier

transform ofV ehsr , dd  2e2ye
p

r2 1 d2, andVqff 
2V eh

q sd  0d, e being the dielectric constant of the mate
rial. The single particle energy bands are supposed to
isotropic and parabolic. The spinless case has been st
ied by Zhuet al. [8], who consideredd fi 0 because the
e-hseparation increases the exciton lifetime improving th
condensation conditions and avoids formation of biexc
tons. We have an additional reason to be interested in
cased fi 0: d is a parameter which controls the relative
strengths of EC and VC which compete with each othe
Hence, by tuningd and n, one can obtain a quantum
phase transition between a ferromagnetic phase (dom
nated by exchange) and a paramagnetic phase (domina
by the vertex corrections). This is a crucial result comin
out from our study of the spin degree of freedom in th
exciton condensate.

For all the results presented in this paper we sca
the length to the three-dimensional Bohr radiusa 
h̄2eympe2, wheremp  memhysme 1 mhd is the exciton
or
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reduced mass. Energies are taken with origin at
bottom of the conduction band and are given in units
the 2D RydbergjE2D

0 j  2e2yea.
Figure 1 shows chemical potentialsm6 as a function of

the density forP  0.8 and three values of the separatio
d. m6 are always increasing withn because exciton-
exciton interaction turns out to be globally repulsiv
That means that repulsive Hartree and VC terms in
energy dominate on the attractive EC. The essen
point is the behavior ofd  m1 2 m2, which is a
decreasing function ofd for moderate densities, and i
can be positive or negative. This is shown more clea
in the inset. The first conclusion is thatd is in the
range of meV and is consequently an experimenta
accessible quantity [12,13]. Since the Hartree term
spin independent, it does not contribute tod which only
depends on EC and VC. As thee-h separation increases
the VC decreases while the EC increases as a consequ
of a larger exciton size that is implied by the increase
the overlap between excitons. Therefore, for moder
densities there is, for a critical valuedcr . 0.12a .
10 Å, a change of sign in the measurable quantityd.
Within our numerical precision, this critical separatio
turns out to be independent onP. For d , dcr VC
dominates on EC givingd . 0 while for d . dcr EC
dominates andd , 0. It must be stressed that the valu
of dcr is quite low and the change of sign of th
splitting effect could be observable, for example, applyi
moderately high external electric fields.

Figure 2 shows the phase diagram of the sign ofd

in terms of the physical magnitudes of interest in th
problem: na2 and dya. For high d or n the kinetic
energy dominates thee-h attraction and thee-h pairs
are not bound having a positive chemical potenti

FIG. 1. Majority m1 (continuous lines) and minoritym2

(dashed lines) chemical potentials as a function of the den
n for d  0.0, 0.15, and 0.30. The inset shows the splitting
d  m1 2 m2 as a function of thee-h separationd for
na2  0.15 andP  0.5 and0.8.
4811
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-

FIG. 2. Phase diagram for both the sign ofd  m1 2 m2

and the polarizationPme of the condensate (see text). Shade
region corresponds to a condensate of unboundede-h pairs.

Therefore, experimental determination of the splittin
must be performed in the more accessible region of lo
d andn where excitons are well defined. The importan
point is that the diagram also gives information about th
polarization of the condensate. This is easily understo
by realizing that the derivative of the total energy per pa
E, in the thermodynamic limit, isµ

≠E
≠P

∂
N

; EsN1 1 1, N21d 2 EsN1, N2d  d .

(7)

Since for fixedd and n, d does not change sign when
P varies, the derivative (7) is a monotonous function o
P. The region of the diagram with positive splitting cor-
responds to an increase of the total energyE with P,
i.e., the system has minimum energy when it is unpolar
zed, Pme  0. However, in the region withd , 0, the
derivative (7) is also negative indicating that the syste
should have minimum energy when completely polarize
Pme  1. Ford , dcr VC always dominates and the un-
polarized stated . 0 has the minimum energy. For in-
creasing separationd, the excitons are less strongly bound
and EC dominates allowing the appearance of a polariz
phase withd , 0. It is difficult to predict whether, for
adequate values ofd and n, the spins of the condensate
would spontaneously polarize or not because this proce
should occur in the presence of spin relaxation mech
nisms that we have not considered, as mentioned abo
Therefore, the best way of experimentally analyzing th
4812
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phase diagram is to measure the sign ofd instead of look-
ing for magnetic properties. The sign ofd would remain
as given by Fig. 2 even if other physical contributions
were to be included in our analysis. Available experi-
ments [12,13] are ford  0 and, in the whole range of
experimentally accessible densities, alwaysd results to be
positive as it happens in our phase diagram.

In summary, we have studied a condensate of 2D ex-
citons having different spin orientations. We have shown
that the spin degree of freedom plays a very important
and nontrivial role in exciton condensation. We have
analyzed the case of resonant excitation finding that the
ground state energy depends strongly on spin polariza-
tion. When electron and hole components are separated
from each other, the relative importance of exchange and
vertex correction interactions can be altered. This causes
a change of sign ind. This splitting between the chemi-
cal potentials of different exciton components can be mea-
sured by time-resolved spectroscopy [12,13]. The sign of
d is related to the minimum energy configuration of the
condensate, i.e., spin polarized or spin unpolarized. All
these features are shown and discussed in a phase dia
gram inn andd.
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